Study and do research with students and partners from Germany!

**Digital formats**
exploring new ways to meet and collaborate

**Joint workshops**
virtual workshops with students from Goethe University Frankfurt

**Summer school**
three-day international summer school at Goethe University in July 2024

**Mentorship**
at your institution and our department in Frankfurt

**Joint research projects**
support in your collaborative research endeavor connected to
# realizing joint fieldwork in Ft. Yates and Frankfurt
# spending one semester in Frankfurt
# working with students from Frankfurt in Ft. Yates
# working online

a few collaborative projects will be eligible for financial support

---

**#GU**

**Department of Social and Cultural Anthropology** (Institut für Ethnologie)
Goethe University Frankfurt
Norbert-Wollheim-Platz 1
60623 Frankfurt a. M.
http://tinygu.de/anthropology

**Coordinator**
CollabAnthro Certificate Program
Timo Rossmann, M. A.
Phone: +49 69 798-33076
E-Mail: rossmann@em.uni-frankfurt.de

**#SBC**

Fort Yates Campus
9299 Hwy 24
Fort Yates, ND 58538
Phone: (701) 864-8000
Fax: (701) 854-3403
E-Mail: info@sittingbull.edu

**Mentor in the CollabAnthro Program**
Dr. Mafany Ndiva Mongoh
Ag/Science Instructor
Science Technology Center
Office 141
Fort Yates
Phone: (701) 864-8051
E-Mail: mafany.mongoh@sittingbull.edu

---

funded by

---

JOIN OUR PROGRAM!
**WHAT IS IT ABOUT?**

# opportunities for collaborative research between students at SBC in Ft. Yates and at GU in Frankfurt

# support structure for the development of joint research projects and the writing of theses based on collaborative research

**CollabAnthro certificate**

As part of the program, students can earn a certificate in Collaborative Anthropology (on top of the regular degrees). Eligible are all Bachelor and Master students enrolled in the Environmental Science Program at SBC as well as all students enrolled in the B. A. and M. A. program at the Department of Social and Cultural Anthropology in Frankfurt.

All students will be admitted upon request.

Activities related to the CollabAnthro certificate may also count for your regular study program. For more information, please talk to your mentor at SBC.

**OUTLINE**

**Collaborative research counseling**

Counseling sessions (virtual or on site) with the program coordinator.

**Knowledge in collaboration**

Courses in the regular study program on collaborative epistemologies.

**Virtual get-together**

Regular meetings between all program participants.

**Reflecting collaborative research**

Participation in a joint digital workshop to discuss research interests and reflect on possible formats for collaboration.

**Self study and matching**

Self-organizing project teams, each with two to four students enrolled in at least two different institutions.

**Language skills**

Enhancing language skills in a second foreign language through courses or peer-to-peer learning (with an emphasis on local languages).

**Designing collaborative research**

Project teams participate in a workshop to develop and present joint research projects.

**Summer school 2024 in Frankfurt**

Attending a three-day summer school at Goethe University (virtual attendance will be possible).

**Joint research**

Realizing a collaborative research effort. Collaborative research can be realized by conducting fieldwork together OR conducting fieldwork separately on the basis of a joint research framework and question.

**Documentation of research experience (research blog)**

Project teams compile a joint entry for the CollabAnthro research blog.

**Completion and submission of thesis**

The thesis is based on the collaborative research of the project team and counts equally for the regular study program as well as for participation in the certificate program.

**VISIT OUR WEBSITE**

For more information: https://tinygu.de/collaboration